## FORM 1 / FORM 2 - RM220 @ 6 SUBJECTS

| REG: RM40** (NEW STUDENT) | MATERIAL FEE: RM 100 /YEAR | **Subjects to 6% GST. |

### FORM 1 A [SMALL CLASS]
- THU 08.00 – 11.00 [GEO, SEJ & SC]
- FRI 08.00 – 11.00 [BI, BM & MATHS]

### FORM 1 B [SMALL CLASS]
- THU 08.00 – 10.00 [GEO & SEJ]
- SAT 10.00 – 2.00 [BM, BM, MATHS & SC]

### FORM 1 C [SMALL CLASS]
- THU 08.00 – 10.00 [GEO & SEJ]
- FRI 08.00 – 10.00 [BI & BM]
- SAT 12.00 – 02.00 [MATHS & SC]

### FORM 1 D [SAT ONLY] [SMALL CLASS]
- SAT 10.00 – 2.00 [BM, BM, MATHS & SC]

---

### FORM 2 A [SMALL CLASS]
- THU 8.00 – 11.00 [BI, GEO & SEJ]
- FRI 8.00 – 11.00 [MATHS, SC & BM]

### FORM 2 B
- FRI 08.00 – 10.00 [MATHS & SC]
- SAT 09.00 – 01.30 [SEJ, MATHS, BM, BI & GEO]

### FORM 2 C
- SAT 8.00 – 1.30 [BI & GEO]

### FORM 2 D [SAT ONLY]
- SAT 8.00 – 1.30 [SC, SEJ, GEO, BM, BI & MATHS]

---

Extra RM40 join SAT 2.30 - 4.00 BM Advance

ADD RM40 per month (with pac) & book fee RM20 yearly

---

**Students STRICTLY MUST attend all lessons. Fee non-refundable & non-transferable.** Timetable subject to change without prior notice.

## FORM 3 - RM 220 @ 6 SUBJECTS

| REG: RM40** (NEW STUDENT) | MATERIAL FEE: RM 100 /YEAR | **Subjects to 6% GST. |

### 1ST - MATHS & SCIENCE
- MON 2.00 – 4.00
- TUE 2.30 – 4.30
- THU 4.00 – 6.00
- SAT 9.00 – 11.00

### 2ND - BI & GEO
- WED 4.00 – 6.00 [SMALL CLASS]
- THU 2.00 – 4.00 [SMALL CLASS]

### 3RD - SEJ & BM
- MON 4.00 – 6.00
- WED 2.00 – 4.00 [SMALL CLASS]
- SAT 11.00 – 1.00

---

**Please choose every lesson from any day / time. Students STRICTLY MUST attend all lessons.**

### FORM 3 SAT ONLY
- SAT 8.00 – 1.00 [GEO, MATHS, SC, SEJ, BM]
- 1.30 – 2.30 [BI]

---

| FORM 1/2/3 BM ADVANCE [RM 40 / RM 70 WITHOUT PAC] | MATERIAL FEE: RM20 |

---

**TEL: 03-77839924 / 012-3260392 / 012-2486146 / 012-2300392**